**Electronic Throttle Body**

977-314

**PROBLEM:** When the original throttle gear fails, the dealer’s only solution is an entirely new motor assembly.

**OE FIX:** Repair kit allows a stripped or broken liftgate gear to be replaced without having to replace the entire motor assembly.

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Power liftgate gear teeth strip results in inoperable power liftgate

---

**Liftgate Motor Gear Repair Kit**

926-097

**PROBLEM:** When the original liftgate gear fails, the dealer’s only solution is an entirely new motor assembly.

**OE FIX:** Repair kit allows a stripped or broken liftgate gear to be replaced without having to replace the entire motor assembly.

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Power liftgate gear teeth strip results in inoperable power liftgate

---

**Fuel Filler Door Kit**

926-047
Ford Transit 2018-15

**PROBLEM:** Replaces a broken original equipment fuel door hinge

**OE FIX:** Re-uses the original snap-on fuel door cover, eliminating the need for painting

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Hinge breaks during refuel

---

**Fuel Injector Line**

904-970
Dodge Ram 2500 2009-03, Dodge Ram 3500 2009-03

**PROBLEM:** Original equipment throttle bodies often fail from excessive wear on internal electronics, and intrusion of oil, moisture and other contaminants.

**Features:**
• 100% new case aluminum, not remanufactured, for reliability and convenience of no core charge
• Complete assembly includes new throttle position sensor for full repair

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Worn/faulty sensor contacts, stripped gears, excessive carbon build-up

---

**Clutch Push Rod**

904-456
Ford Super Duty 2004-99

**PROBLEM:** When the original clutch push rod fails, the dealer’s only solution is an entirely new clutch master cylinder.

**OE FIX:** Repair kit replaces only the worn push rod without the need to bleed the clutch hydraulic system.

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Clutch pedal throw will not allow proper shifting or clutch pedal has excessive play

---
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**Engine Crankcase Breather Element**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

![Image of Engine Crankcase Breather Element]

- Constructed of high-quality materials for resistance to oil and heat
  - New 6 pack of popular crankcase breather elements
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Oil leaks from vent valve or intercooler saturated with oil

**904-416**  
Dodge 2013-07, Ram 2019-11  
Pop Code: B  |  VIO: 1,088,056

---

**Sun Visors**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

![Image of Sun Visor]

- Matches the original sun visor in style, color and texture to blend seamlessly with overall interior
  - Mounting hardware included for a complete repair solution
  - Easy to install - no special tools required during installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Sagging, broken detent mechanism or separating at seams

**74055**  
Toyota Camry 2011-07  
Pop Code: B  |  VIO: 1,691,623

---

**Engine Valve Covers**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 45 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![Image of Engine Valve Covers]

- Built with upgraded materials to withstand warping, cracking and porosity
  - Installation hardware included for a complete repair solution
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Oil leaks and broken accessory attachment points

**264-930**  
RH side  
Pop Code: C  |  VIO: 3,425,862

---

**Transfer Case Housings**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 5 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![Image of Transfer Case Housings]

- Houses the transfer case internal components
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Chain slap, fluid breakdown, failed bearings

**600-127**  
Chevrolet Silverado 2007-01, GMC Sierra 2007-01
Pop Code: C  |  VIO: 4,932,662

---

**Suspension - Shock Absorber**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE**

![Image of Suspension - Shock Absorber]

- Precisely engineered to absorb shock and vibration from the road
  - Prevents undercarriage and tire damage and suspension compressor burnout
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Wear and tear, leaking components, rough ride, sagging suspension

**949-706**  
Cadillac 2013-08, Chevrolet 2013-08, GMC 2013-08
Pop Code: C  |  VIO: 1,306,889

---

**Steering Wheel Position Sensor**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

![Image of Steering Wheel Position Sensor]

- Measures position of steering wheel and the speed it is rotated
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Illumination of the traction control/service stability light or module loses connectivity

**601-175**  
Cadillac 2014-10, Chevrolet 2014-10, GMC 2014-10
Pop Code: B  |  VIO: 3,749,165

---
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